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• The GLA is the voice of the lighting industry on a global basis.

• Primary mission:
o share information, within the limits of national and EU

competition law, on political, scientific, business, social
and environmental issues of relevance to the lighting
industry

o develop, implement and publish the position of the
global lighting industry to relevant stakeholders in the
international sphere

Global Lighting Association
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A grouping of peak national and regional lighting associations representing
over 5,000 lighting manufacturers and over US $75 billion annual sales.

Global Lighting Association



Some milestones in the evolution of lighting

Incandescent
19th C

Carbon arc
19th C

Gas discharge
20th C

Gas
18th C 

LEDs
20th & 21st C 
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Disruptive developments in lighting

Two highly disruptive technology developments in recent years:

1. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have developed to a level of 
performance and light quality to enable the rapid replacement 
of almost all conventional light sources.

2. LEDs have been integrated into intelligent lighting systems, 
making them capable of full integration with the digital world
- as a consequence the industry is moving towards system 
solutions and introducing better lighting quality than that 
offered by traditional technology.



Disruptive developments in lighting technology
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1. LEDs

▪ High efficiency in most cases grossly exceeding other lighting technologies

▪ Ease of control by integration with electronic systems allowing dimming,  
colour change and other control options

▪ Long life an intrinsic feature of quality LED products

▪ Flexible - by use with smart sensors, forming the base for intelligent lighting systems
- due to size and arrangement possibilities, leading to creative luminaire design 

▪ Integration can be used in conventional luminaires, but also may be integrated in other 
media such as ceiling tiles, furniture, carpets, walls

▪ Cost effective due to enormous global competition and progress in manufacturing



Disruptive developments in lighting technology
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2. Lighting systems

▪ Connected as electronic components, increasingly connected wirelessly with drivers, 
making lighting control much easier 

▪ Sensors enable automated collection of environmental data, allowing for 
monitoring and control in smart grids

▪ Digitalization converting the industry from  a focus on components and hardware to 
electronics and software

▪ Data can provide users with optimal lighting conditions

▪ IoT lighting systems may form the basis of the ‘physical internet’, the so-called 
Internet of Things, or perhaps the ‘Internet of Light’ 

▪ New applications above developments lead to new applications such as LiFi (instead of 
WiFi), indoor positioning, light as a service or light leasing
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Requirements

• Operate within a complex physical 
environment

• Provide bi-directional comms and a secure 
internet connection

• Ability to ‘push’ traffic and security 
information to smart phones

• A system of audio-messaging for guidance 
around tunnels and concourses of an 
underground station

• Entire Paris metro system being connected with visible light 
communication (‘Li-Fi’)

• 66 stations, 250,000 luminaires
• Follows successful trial at Gare de La Défense

Visible light communication



Important discovery: light provides more than vision
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3rd photo receptor

In the 1990s a third photo-receptor (photoreceptive retinal ganglion 
cells) in the eye, in addition to rods and cones, was discovered. With this 

discovery it became apparent that human biological rhythms and 
cognitive performance are influenced by light conditions.

green: visual path for light
blue: non-visual path for light



The effects of lighting on people
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Visual Biological Emotional

Light: better vision, well-being and performance

See, be seen, 
safety, 
orientation

Alertness,
cognitive 
performance and 
sleep/wake cycle

Mood, 
energize and 
relaxation



Human centric lighting

Assumes that: 

• Light has the power to energise, relax, increase alertness, increase cognitive 

performance, improve mood and improve the day-night-rhythm (circadian rhythm) of 

individuals.

• Human centric lighting confers a combination of visual, biological and emotional 

benefits.
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Human centric 
lighting assumes we 
need the right light 
at the right time at 
the right place to 
support human 
activity



Global trends of significance to lighting
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Globalisation 

• Bigger markets, effective production

• Global product and interface standards

• Onerous regulation with poor enforcement

Climate change & resource scarcity 

• Energy efficient products & systems

• Food security & water treatment

• Circular economy & materials

Demographic shift

• Growing and ageing population 

• Working longer, need for healthy buildings

• Increasing urbanisation



Challenges facing the lighting industry

• Digitalization

• New applications of intelligent lighting systems

• Increasing demand for buildings supporting human health, well-being and 
productivity

Hence there is a need to move from energy efficiency as the key driver of 
lighting technology towards a combined approach which adds value to 
society through lighting for health and well-being. 
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Lighting Technology

Efficient 

Light

LED 

Lighting

Human Centric 

Lighting

1980 2000 2015 2020

Intelligent

Lighting

Systems

Increasing value of lighting to society

Energy Efficiency       +    colour & comfort   +  IoT applications & data +  Circular Economy  +  User Well-being

Serviceable & 

Upgradeable

Systems

The transition of lighting: value creation beyond vision

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:02_Spiral_CFL_Bulb_2010-03-08_(black_back).jpg


Paradigm shifts

This transition requires new paradigms for all stakeholders:

• Lighting industry

• Customers and users

• Governments and regulators

All need to view the capabilities and benefits of lighting within this broader 
context. 
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New paradigms
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Energy efficiency Quality of light & 
Human Centric Lighting

Cost of Ownership

Products & Controls Connected Systems, 
Software & Data

Benefit of Use:
improved lighting for users



Implications of paradigm shifts for the lighting industry
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Digitalisation

• Working with software providers and 

companies in sensor and data industry 

• Being part of the Internet of Things

New applications

• Thinking beyond light for vision

• Offering new value propositions and business 

models 

Healthy buildings

• Eliminating ‘biological darkness’ for 

people who spend up to 90% of their 

time indoors

• Caring for older eyes that need more -

and different - light



The paradigm shifts for stakeholders (industry, users, decision-makers)
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Lighting controls

Product efficiency & longer life time System efficiency & circular economy via 
serviceability, upgradeability

Lighting for well-being and comfortLighting for vision

Lighting systems integrated with IoT and 
smart buildings/cities



The paradigm shifts for governments and regulators

20Few rules, well enforcedMany rules, poorly enforced

Product level requirements Stimulating healthy buildings with human 
centric lighting and renovation

Lifetime, waste management & 
hazardous materials requirements 

Circular economy: 
Re-use, serviceability, upgradeability

https://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiU7snmx6_PAhUDWSwKHVG5CpIQjRwIBw&url=https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-image-approved-stamp-image16803581&bvm=bv.133700528,d.bGg&psig=AFQjCNHa5Ut-HWRCio2Ork0fLHBEMmgShA&ust=1475066141973133
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Thank you

www.globallightingassociation.org

bdouglas@lightingcouncil.com.au


